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- **Humanitas College**
  - To provide the students with various ways to think for humanity and the world

- **Institute for New Education for the Future**
  - To provide the students with chances to design his/her life in real world

- **Global Shift Open University**
“The best way to do is to be.”
- Lao Tzu
“Indeed, the signs of the times tell us that the ‘age of co-operation’ has come. The only feasible way in which we can improve the world situation is to enter into the gate of ‘Common Prosperity’ on the basis of enlightened self-interest.”

– Dr. Young Seek Choue, founder of Kyung Hee University (1965), 1st IAUP Conference, Oxfordshire
Have you ever dreamed a Dream?:
The Inaugural Conference of IAUP, Oxford Univ 1965
Dr. Young-Seek Choue, the founder of Kyung Hee University
KHU Founder Dr. Choue and Club of Budapest Founder Dr. Laszlo, KHU Seoul Campus, 1979
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Humanitas College

• To offer an integrated education that connects the humanities, social science, natural science and the arts
• To offer people an open education that cultivates in them multiple ways of understanding mankind, society and civilization
• To offer a practical education that connects classroom and society, learning and practice, individual and community
• To offer a well-rounded education that facilitates the complete intellectual, emotional and ethical growth of students.
Future Report: Employing Backcasting methods, Imaging the Futures we want to make
Mooc 2.0 with Kyung Hee Cyber University

Difference between Kyung Hee MOOC 2.0 and others

**Existing MOOCs**

- West-centered unilateral knowledge distribution
- Led by individual university or university groups
- English-and Internet-based

**Kyung Hee MOOC 2.0**

- General content of both East and West containing regional characteristics
- Collaboration among central and local governments, universities and businesses
- Inclusive approach for non-English users and those with less access to the Internet
Global Shift Open University

**Quest for New Paradigm in Higher Education**

- How could the higher education contribute to the human society?
- How could we bring about the meaningful shift in human civilizations?
- How could we create an evolutionary learning community with a new paradigm?
- How could we educate the future agents for the better world?
- How could we architect the integral approach to the whole dimension of life?
- How could we establish a transnational university of global citizens?

_Committed to creating informed and ethical agents of change_

_Giordano Bruno_  
GLOBALSHIFT UNIVERSITY  
A WORLD UNIVERSITY
Proposing GlobalShift University

New Paradigm Programs

Future Politics
- Transformative politics for sustainable future

Future Business
- Transformative business leadership for global responsibility and thrivable community

Future Cities
- Integral design for new civilizational cities

Future Education
- Education based on the new paradigm

Peace Studies at the UN
- Peace studies on the global dimension from the UN perspective

Open University
- Life-long educational institute for the ordinary citizens
The Gateway Programs

The 3 Worlds (GBGU)

World I
- Cosmology
- Consciousness

World II
- Knowing and Questioning the world we live in

World III
- How to create a better world

HUMANITAS College (KHU)

Civilizations in Global Context I
- Human Quest for Values

Civilizations in Global Contexts II
- The World we live in

Civic Education
- How to make the world better
- How to be citizens of the world
GlobalShift University

- **Future Politics**: to create an ethical and planetary solutions to the problems facing human society, based on transformative leadership.

- **Future Business**: to provide a moral ground for managing the human relationship in the area of economic activities for a thrivable development of human community along with creative mind and skill of organization.

- **Future Cities**: to construct an integral ecosystem for the creative evolution of human life which functions aesthetically imaginative and ecologically valuable.
Global Shift Open University

Proposing GSOU

• Towards the new paradigm of higher education
  - New Age, New Paradigm
  - A MOOCs-based platform for Global Citizenship Education
  - Philosophy of integral approach
  - Global community of evolutionary learning

• A joint project between the Laszlo Institute and KHU / KHCU

• Open to Discuss with those institutes that are concerned with our project

• Global collaborative network of conscious educators and institutions